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Eve time again in a unique short story about the day to
days of a teenage boy's and girl's life of how they met and
fell in love with each other. Perfect ending with a clip of
her graduation this summer in high school. It is absolutely
so cute and the first chapter is 13 pages long if this is
anything like the rest of the story its going to be great.
Best of luck writing it for her.Q: Can't get ngx-
mdc/typescript to work with Angular 5 and JsonMVC I
have a project where I'm trying to use Angular 5 with
MongoDB. I have JsonMVC and ngx-mdc so far working
together, however, I can't seem to get ngx-mdc/typescript
to work together. For example, if I use ngx-mdc's directive
in my component, I get the following error: Error: error
TS2354: Cannot find name 'ICommonModule'. Is it possible
to use these two? Do I need to add some kind of typings?
This is my project tree with modules: - app - app.module.ts
- typings - json-mvc - ngx-mdc - json-server - public - src -
assets - javascript - client - install.js - main.js - styles -
bootstrap.css - index.html A: It is not that you need to do
anything special, the typings file is missing a couple of
things to allow the modules to work together. Use the link
as @Nmuam Pakkiri mentioned in his comment (Works
because Angular 5+ uses a new version of Angular) and
below that, in the docs, there's a link to ngx-
mdc/index.d.ts, use it to import the modules you need and
access them in your code. A company called Perlick
Aircraft had bought a prototype of the design that Lidov
managed. The original was constructed in 1552 by a car
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